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|. Определение параметров кваэистационарных состояний в
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, Для определения положений ЕГе$,& и ширин Ге, квааистацио-
нарных состояний или, что эквивалентно, для нахождения
полюсов E t r E r e a i- tfy/2 S - матрицы в четвертом
квадранте к -плоскости, применяются динамические урав-
нения алгебраической версии метода резонирующих групп.
Конкретные вычисления выполнены на примере d. -распада
Tie. Проведено сравнение с результатами других авторов
и с экспериментом.

I.P.Ckhrlaenko

Calculation of Quaai-Sbationary States
Parameters within the Algebraic Version
of the Resonating Group Method

The dynamical equations of the algebraic version of the
resonating group method are used to determine the posi-
tions £r4$,& and the widths Г(, of quasi-statio-
nary s ta tes or, which i s equivalent, to find the poles

^e - ^PeS t - l Ге /О. of the S-matrix in the
fourth quadrant of the К -plane. Concrete calcula-
tions a*e performed by the example of an ol -decay of
TJe. A comparison with the results of tae other author я
and experiment i s made.
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I. IHTR0DUCT10H

The experimental data analysed by the К-matrix theory

have indicated the existence of quasi-stationary states

in light nuclei (see, e.g. Ref• fi^ )• These resonances ap-

pear to lie in the region 0.01*10
 1
*^ Me

4
/ and their

widths range from several '. eV to the values comparable

with the position of quasi-stationary state. Such resonances

are of different nature (oentrifugal, coulomb, collective

etc» ) and their study is of great interest. The approaches

based on different ways in realization of cluster represen-

tations of an atomic nucleus structure are often used as a

theoretical foundation for studying the char&cteristios of

quasi-stationary states. The resonating group method (RGM)

and the generator coordinate method (GCM) belong to such

approaches Г21. In the framework of microsoopiо methods

for describing the compound systems there is a compara-

tively simple algorithm by means of which one obtains the

information about the resonance parameters. The energy

dependence of the scattering phase О (̂ ) i
s
 first sought

for on the basis of numerical integration of dynamic equa-

tions of any method mentioned above. Then the position of

quaai-etationary state Ej.
es

 a n d i t s
 width Г are

defined by simple formulae

where E | is the inflection point of the phase %

Unfortunately this method gives reliable information on

the oharacterstic of levels only in the case ^i*ed^^

There exists also another method £зД for calculating



I the resonance parameters* This one Imposes no restrictions

on their width but its realization makes cumbersome equa-

• tions of ROM and GCM. much more complicated. The essence

| of the method is that the corresponding dynamic equations
4
 are considered for complex values of the wave number К and

their solutions are subjected to the boundary condition

which is chosen to describe the exponential law of quasi-

' stationary states decay in the course of time. In order

j to satisfy the last condition it is necessary that at large

! distances between the decay fragments the wave function.

, describing the relative motion of clusters should only have

the diverging wave form. Such a boundary condition leads

i to the appearance of simple polea in the S-matrix at defi*

nite discrete values Kg, of the complex variable К . If

the pole lies in the fourth quadrant of К -plane,the real

part of energy E
t
- V ^ e /(2-ttO determines the position

of the quasi-stationary state ^tes b^~ ^ H

its width is connected with the imaginary part of energy

by the relation Г| = - 21tti Efc

In Ref. £з^ the poles of the S-matrix in а к -plane

are found, when solving the Hill-Wheeler equations in a

graphic method. The knowledge of the initial point K^ near

the S-matrix pole is essential for this method. Having used

the approximated formulas (1) to calculate K^ H.Fiebig

and A.Weiguny £3] obtained the widths of d -decay of T3e

and Ne,Notice that the essence of the graphic method al-

lows one to find,as a rule,the parameters of only one pole of

the S-matrix while the above boundary condition determines

an infinite number of them (see, for example [Ч})- Appa-

rently, the problem concerning other solutions of the Hill-

Wheeler equations whose asymptotics has the diverging wave

form was not discussed in £3] just by this reason.

Another way for calculating the parameters of quasi-

stationary states was considered in \5~[ where the formalism

of the time-dopendent cluster theory was used to study the

spontaneous ЧВе fission and the fusion reaction of two

<L -particles at energies less than the height of the
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Coulomb barrier.

It should be noted that the dynamic equations exploi-

ted in [̂ 3,53 are complicated and therefore the problem of

finding a more effective microscopic method for the calcu-

lation of the resonance characteristics is still actual.

The algebraic version of the resonating group method

formulated in £б,7,8̂ J is mathematically adequate to a tra-

ditional version of RGM but has indisputable advantages in

its practical realization.This method was directly used so

far only for calculating the scattering phases and charac-

teristics of the bound states of some nuclear systems and

the information about the resonance widths and positions

was obtained from the calculated energy dependence of the

scattering phases using the approximate formulas (1).

The present paper is aimed at the construction of an

optimal algorithm within an algebraic version of the

RGM for calculating the parameters of quasi-stationary

levels which is not based on the approximation (1).This me-

thod is based on the calculation of the position of the S-

matrix singularities in the complex К -plane by solving

the dynamic equations of the algebraic version of RGM.

As a specific example, we shall analyse the resonance

characterstics and some problems concerning the behaviour

of the phases of elastic d--tL scattering for artain Ш-ро-

tentials. The choice of such a system is not accidental.

Many microscopic calculations for the system were performed

(see ГЭ]) but nevertheless there is no complete understan-

ding of the results obtained by different researchers.

It is also known that the ground state of Tie is a

very narrow 0
+
 resonance with parameters t\«e»S «»O,O9189MeV

and the width* Г =6.8 i 1.7 eV \i]. In this connection

it would be interesting to investigate the possibility for

describing this quasi-stationary level by means of the

algebraic version of GRM.
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2. GENERAL REMAKKS

Рог simplicity, we consider here an example of a two

dL-particle system.

In the low-energy region when only the channel of elastic

scattering is open, the wave function of a two &-particle

system is written in the form

where *V0J(L) i*
3
 the wave function of the raininal approxima-

tion of the. translation-invariant shell model of the i-th

cluster; "£(£) is * а е
 wave function describing the relative

motion of oC -particles whose argument is the Jacobi vec-

tor

(3)

proportional to the relative distance between the centres

of gravity of two dL-particles; A. is the operator of anti-

symmetrization.

Having expanded ^\J\ / into series in the oscillator

functions ^ £tj) where I is the angular momen-

tum and V is the total number of oscillator quanta it

is easy to reduce the Schrodinger equation to eight inte-

racting nucleons in an infinite set of homogeneous linear

algebraic equations relative to unknown coefficients of

expansion

eof
Here И is the microscopic Hamiltonian in the cm. system

Involving the central exchange NJ? -forces and the Coulomb

proton repulsion operator, ^ I ̂l H W T *fc>
 a p e
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the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian on the functions

of the translation-invariant shell model (TISM)

and *£ are additional quantum numbers. In virtue of the

Pauli principle the summation in (4) begins at N0
emax(t,

There is a wide-spread opinion that with such an

approach to the solution of the continuous spectrum prob-

lems one should consider a huge number of oscillator func-

tions. But in reality depending on the required accuracy

one has to solve a set of equations with 30 • 50 unknowns.

The point is that at large values of the quantum number V

the wave function in the oscillator representation C?J

can be found in an explicit fcrm Jj^ the same as the asymp-

totic wave function •$*!* (CL ) is sought for at large

ty in the coordinate space. This circumstance allows us

without cutting off a series

to replace the values of unknown expansion coefficients

C1»**" (starting at \=Уг ) by their asymptotic values

and, consequently, to go over from (4) to a finite set

of linear algebraic equations.

Thus, a correct going over from аи. infinite set of

homogeneous algebraic equations (4) to a finite set of li-

near algebraic equations can be realized using asymptotic

properties (at large values V , V
r
 ) of the matrix elements

of th<» Hamiltonian and the wave functions in the oscillator

representation 6' •

Before studying the asymptotic behaviour of the. above

values one must first find explicit expressions of the

matrix elements of the microscopic Hamiltonian for arbitrary

\ , N
r
 .In order to solve this problem the authors of
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Refs. ̂ 6,10,пЗ introduced generating matrix elements of dif-

ferent operators on the basis functions of TISM with, the

definite symmetry. Having expanded these generating matrix

elements in powers of generator parameters one easily comes

to explicit formulas for the matrix elements of the operators

of physical quantities as the functions of N , *Y
r
 • The

explicit expressions for matrix elements of the operators

involved in the microscopic Hamiltonian on functions (5)

oan be found, for example, In Refs.^6,8}.

Furthermore, simple recurrent relations for calcula-

ting the matrix elements of H*'
r̂
were proposed in Ref.^8^.

These connect no more than four matrix elements in the case

of short-range NJT-forces and no more than five matrix ele-

ments of the Coulomb protons repulsion operator. It allows

us to conclude that the algebraic realization of RGM consi*-

derably simplifies the problem of taking into account the

Coulomb interaction and has no difficulties inherent to

traditional microscopic approaches used to solve the com-

pound particles scattering problem,

3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OP A WAVE FUNCTIOH

IS THE OSCILLATOR REffiESEHTATIOH

The study of the asymptotics of matrix elements of

the microscopic Hamiltonian £в] at large values of the

oscillator quantum number 4 has shown that
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where the energy fc ' is counted off from the breakup

thereshold into two fragments, M is the reduced mass of

the system, ftl is the nucleon mass and 2U& and 2
2
e

are the charges of clusters (in the <t -particle oase

2 ).

As to the function «v»>/ , it is the continuous

function of V , V
r
 and decreases exponentially when moving

off the principal diagonal ^8,12]. There is no need to know

an explicit form of this function since at large V the

presence of the multiplier (-1)^*
V
 * leads to the

equality

in virtue of which the last term in (7) does not contri-

bute into the Vth equation in (4) if only V is sufficiently

large.

We now substitute the asymptotic values of matrix ele-

ments of the Hamitlonian (7) into equations (4) starting

from a sufficiently large number Nf ̂  H- . Then using the

equality (8) we obtain an infinite set of homoheneous

linear algebraic equations with a three-diagonal matrix re-

lative to asymptotic coefficients С &
 1
^

(9)

''Here and below we mark asymptotic values of 6-3 by
vinculum in order to distinguish them from the part of the
wave function £*£ {V <V\) which is determined by
the dynamics of the problem.
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where- ЭВ = Zйо Е V ^ i s . t h e Coulomb parame-
t e r and VL-a i 2wt<k£[\ft is the wave number (see[
the definition of the Jacobi vector et ). In a particular
case, when 9B = 0 , a aet of equations (9) was solved in-
dependently in Refs.[i3»14]«For arbitrary values <£ the exact
solutions of the set (9) are unknown but within the limit
of large M one can pass to a differential equation rela-.
tive to pv =

which is reduced to the Whittaker equation by the replace-
ment £Г>Т> - Vp7 V/1»^ . we choose linearly-indepen-
dent solutions of Eq. (10) as follows

Неге бг г 0Л0, r ( t + * - + t * / is the Coulo-nb phase

and Wyc:^(2-) is the Whittaker function. The lat ter
can be determined by means of the integral representation

oo

which is valid if R e ^ K - i / Z ^ j W ^ - l and
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In the case of real К instead of fundamental solutions

(11) it is convenient to шзб two real linearly-independent

solutions. Usually one uses the solutions which are regu-

lar (reg) and irregular (ireg) at the origin of coordina-

tes and are expressed in terms of the Coulomb functions

[15] F and Q .

(13)

Zi

the asymptotic behaviour of the wave function

С ̂  for any

Now, knowing the fundamental solutions of £q. (10) we can

easily write

in the oscillator representation ^

physical situation to be described.

So

1) for bound states of clusters E^O j K--t\K\

"36. = t lac| and the solution of Eq. (10) decreasing at

infinity has the form

where <X is the normalized constant independent of

2) the resonance states of the system correspond to the

solutions with the asymptotics of the Coulomb diverging wave
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K=-K -IK being in the fourth quadrant of the

complex К -plane and 6 is the normalization constant;

3) for the contin
1
 >us spectrum states it is convenient to

express the expansion coefficients С ' by the Coulomb

functions

where о ia the scattering phase. Such a choice o£

the asymptotics leada to the following normalization condi

tion for the coefficients C*^

Cohcluding the discussion of asymptotic properties of

the values Ĉ f , we note that these coefficients

satisfy the set of equations (9) and their explicit form

is simulated by the solutions to Eq. (10) which results

from (9) within the limit of large p>/ = V2V+S'

It is clear that- for comparatively small values >/ the ap-

proximation (11) may be inapplicable. But in this case the

asymptotic values S^' can be easily calculated too.

In so doing it is necessary to choose the solutions of Eq.

(10) for such large values N = M , M.*2. that they would

satisfy, with a given accuracy, the system (9) and then to

use this system as a recurrent relation in reverse order

initial values Pffal), C1^ (№) and to find
1
^ (m ) f or the required m < M



4. THE BQUATIOIS OF ALGEBRAIC VERSION

OF TUB RESOEATIHG GROUP METHOD

• The above analysis allows ue to represent the wave funo-

] tion of the system as two terms [7, a]

«here the coefficients H ^ are the solutions of the

equations (9) and depending on a specific physical situa-

tion h&73 the form of one of three boundary conditions (14)»

(15) oi -\\6).

The substitution of the expression (13) into the Schro-

dinger equation permits to write a set of linear algebraic

equations relative to unknown values С ̂  for N 6 Vl-2.

W-

(19)

The properties of such a system were discussed earlier in

\o\ and we do not dwell on it since below we formulate a

system equivalent to that of equations (19) which, however,

is more convenient in practical applications.

A new system can be obtained starting from the following

identical transformation of the wave function (18)
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where the coefficients of the second term are considered to
be unknown though they satisfy, as before, the system (9)
and }T is chosen sufficiently large to fulfil the inequa-
l i ty

KM V\HWf,i;t>U<! (21)

for the given ..ocurscy of the calculations of £ if 4<Vt

and Vf >, К

The existence of & restricted V is evident in virtue

of the ex onential decrease in matrix elements of the Hamil

*tonian while moving away from the principal diagonal*

Then proceeding from the Schrodinger equation and the

wave function (20) it is not difficult to obtain a set of

equation з for calculating the unknown coefficients

in the form

(22)

Before discussing this set of equations we write it in

a more compact form

M S *
l
W ) = ^VNt^-iCtHieM^^viN-i

 (23)
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where, for simplicity, superscripts X , % are omitted and

«n explicit form of matrix elements H directly follows

from (22).

We now try to express explicitly the solutions of (23)

in terms of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the matrix

H . For this purpose we write it £ = (.N-̂ o) /Z

equations in the matrix form

1=5. (24)

It is easily sean that the number of equations of the system

(24) coincides with the number of unknowns. Therefore if the

matrix ( H -K 4I ) is nonsingular the unknown vec-

tor С can be written as

( 2 5 )

where & is an arbitrary nonsingular matrix. Let the li-

near transformation C» diagonalize the matrix H . Then

the matrix in square brackets has a diagonal form and its

matrix elements

(26)

are expressed by eigenvalues Км of Ц .Returning in the

formula (25) to a usual form of writing and taking account

of (26) we tbtain the following solution for the system

(24)
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(27)

Next, to satisfy the last equation of (23) it ia sacess&ry

to put the above coefficient ^м-я equal to Cu.
t
 ,

i.e.

(28)

where the following notation is introduced

2 Vo . \ "~ = (29)

П

and Kv are the eigenvalues of the matrix obtained from.

И by eliminating the last line and the last column*

Notice that the formula (28) is a discrete analogue

of the sewing condition of a wave function logarithmic

derivative on the boundary of the internal and extdinal

regions in the coordinate space. That's why it involves

an information about physical characteristics of the sys-

tem.

Really, substituting the values of the asymptotic ooef-

fioients (f
N
 and Сцг-fc in the form of (14) we

obtain a trascendental equation for the evaluation of the

l)ound state energies of clusters
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(30)

This real equation may have solutions only at certain discrete

values of the wave number modulus ( tfc£\)* It the solutions

for the transcendental equation 00) exists the bound states

energy is given by the relation

01 >

The traitscendental equation for calculating the parame-

ters of quasi-stationary levels

_ 1#r (32)

*"2

follows from (28) in the case when asymptotic values of

and Сд|„2
 a r e c n o s e n

 according to the formula

(15). The complex roots of Eq. (32) *
е
вК/-{,К(> de-

termine the positions £^£ ̂  and the widths *

of the resonances

(33)

Рог the problem concerning the scattering of nuclear subsys-

tems the coefficients Z
N
 and Сд/-2 nave the form of

(16). Taking account of this circumstance in the condition

{?.&} we can obtain the following expression for the scattering
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phase

( 3 4 )

We note that the dependence of Eqs. (30), (32) and tha formu-

la (34) on the short-range Jfif-forces is contained only

in the value ?h\ (fc
l
) . From (29) it follows

that having once obtained the eigenvalues fc
v
 and K»,

for the given №№-interaction we can easily find ^у^(.^
г
)

at any values of К
г
 . This fact points to a tdgh effi-

cienty of the equations of the algebraic version oi RGM

and plays an important role in defining the physical charac-

teristics cf the system using transcendental equations (30),

(32) and the formula for phases (34).

Finally, we notice the importance of the correct pas-

sage from an infinite set of homogeneous algebraic equa-

tions (4) to a finite Bet of linear algebraic equations.

Such a passage is often realized (see, e.g. ЪзЛ )

simply py "cutting" the matrix of the potential energy ope-

rator 4 assuming

itf >•=(>, (35)

at M-j^'^Vl rather than by analysing the properties

of the matrix elemenets of the Hamiltoaian at large \J , v'.

The condition (35) seems to be reasonable and allows

one to obtain a set of equations similar to (22) without

studying the asymptcb or of ^ ' v
f

However, it was fou- • the solution of such a system

leads to an inco:•. .our of the scattering phase

% '*" at sma'..
 a

 of the relative motion of

colliding fragments.



We may, thus, conclude that only oorreot formulation

of dynamic equations based on the consideration of asymptotic»

properties of matrix elements of the Hamiltonian

<N,I,TIH №',!,*> and the wave function

permits to obtain a reliable information about physical

characteristics of the system,

5- DISCUSSION OP HUMERICAL CALCULATIONS.

CONCLUSIOHS

In order to calculate the parameters of bound and quasi-

stationary states of Be and the elastic A-ct scattering

phases we have used the serairealistio nucleon-nuoleon inte-

raotions of Brink and Boecker (BBI) [17J, that of Tang (T)

[18] and three versions of the Volkov Jfff-forces ( VI(m«).

The VI potential versions differ in magnitude of the para-

meter too which characterises the nucleon interaction in

odd states

(36)

and the rest parameters V^ , cH , V̂ . » and D correspond to

the first version of the Volkov KIT-forces. Two vpluee

"0.55, КИ
0
«0.60 most frequently used in liter at J and

an intermediate one, W)
o
 «0.57154, were used.

*or all Kl^-potentials including V K W
o
 -0.60) the

oscillator radius d
0
»1.395 fm was chosen from the coinci-

dence condition calculated by means of the function ЯАд and

the experimental mean-square radius of Qt-particle Ql8]. In

this case the binding energy of Tie for the above JO*f-forces

is equal to E
d
(BBI)-27.36 UeV; Е

А
(Т) -26.60 MeV; EJLCXI)»

•27*06 MeV and slightly differs from the experimental value
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MeV.

Рог convenience comparing the results of the present in-

vestigation and the data of Ref.^in the case of K N -inte-

raction Yi( W
o
 e0.60) the oscillator radius is aasumed to be

equal to 1*454 fnu Then the theoretical value of the mean-

square radius •^<Г
1
>
1
 в1.54 fm is larger than, experimental

-1.48 fm and E^Vi)
e
26.7i MeV.

Fig.1• depicts the energy dependences of phase shifts

g
1
*

0
 found for five У$Г-forces and experimental datafeo].

Aa it follow from this figure the phase 8 cal-

culated for the potential Vi( Wi
0
e0.55) agrees well with

experiment in the whole region of energies except that of

the near-threshold (E ** 0). At small energies we may ob-

serve experimentally the quasi-stationary 0
+
 level with the

parameters E,.
ee
 »O.OS189 MeV and Г «»6.8 i 1.7 eV and ex-

periraental phase shift at energies E
r-
Ep^g falls off sharp"'у

to zero. The NN-Interaction Vl(Wo
B
°»55) cannot reproduci

such a behaviour of the experimental phase since it couples

a system of two 4, -clusters in the state with the zerc

angular momentum (Ê jn "~°«56 MeV) and then according to

the Levins on theorem [21 ]

Analogous conclusion can be made in t! a case of potential

T since the energy of the ground state of ^Je (

e-0.75 MeV) lies below the breakup threshold into two

The rest UN-forces in the low-energy region are charac

terized by a more or less sharp fall of the phase 5 to

zero. This fall occurs according to the limiting relation

tim Ъ
1
 (е) =o

 (38)
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and points to the absence of bcund states of tie.

We now try to elucidate what physical factors lead to

a qualitative difference in the ph .se behaviour of the

elastic cWL scattering ? °(t) for the Volkov poten-

tials Vi( W
0
»O.6O) and Vi(W

0
»0.55) cloaely related

by their properties.
Q

First of all we point out that the nucleus oe has a t

weakly bound ground state !or UN-forces VI ( Wfl
0
»O.55)wita

energy S
bin
»-0.56 MeV. The increase in the parameter Иг о

leads only to enhancing odd components ^llC^ti) » ^illTw

which are of the repulsion character at fu comparable

with the average intei-iucleon distance in the nucleus and,

consequently, to decreasing the binding energy of OL-dLays-
Q

tem. At tfto=VHcr * n e binding energy of Be becomesequal to zero and a further increase in WIQ transfers the

Dound state of the drd. system into a continuous spect*

rum and in it there arises a near-threshold 0
+
 resonance

caused by the presence of the Coulomb barrier. Then, аз fol-

lows from the Levinson theorem, at Wio<Wler the

phase S' (E) behaves according to the condition

(37) while at VH
0
>Wlt

r
 i*

3
 behaviour is determined

by the limiting relation (38).

Since for the potential VI W
tr
a0.568 we can easily

understand why in Refs.^22] and 2̂3~|(aee also the review\p\)

a qualitatively different behaviour of S (E) pha-

ses in the low-energy region was obtained.

The authors of Ref. [22] tried to explain this diffe-

rence by the fact that the approximation of the boundary

conditions for the Hill-Wheeler equations [23^ turns to be

very rough near the breakup threshold into two ot -particles.

Though this explanation is erroneous it seems to us the

authors of Ref.[23]renounced their results since in the next

paperf3]they excluded the discussion of the characteristics

of the quasi-stationary 0
+
 level of °Be.

In fact, the cause of such an essential difference in

the near-threshold behaviour of the phases S )
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ls In that the authors of Ref. ̂22] used the magnitude

0.55 < W l ^ while in [23] it was assumed that m
0
*O.6O>

The qualitative explanation of such a behaviour of the

phases for the Volkov potentials Vi(m
0
»0.55) and Yi(m

0
««0.60)

was given above.

In the states with I »2,4 the dependence of phase shifts

on energy is represented in Fig. 2,3* It is seen that the

experimental trend of the energy dependence of the phase

shifts & (E) ( I e2
t
4) reproduces correctly all the HU-for-

oes considered above. The best agreement of the calculated

phases is attained in the case of the potential Yi( fyl
0
 m '

»0.57154) and the worst results are obtained for the BBI in-

teraction.

We now turn to the discussion of the parameters for

the quasi-stationary levels of Tie which were found by sol-

ving the transcendental equation (32) in the fourth quadrant

of the К-plane•

TP write briefly the way of the solution of this equa-

tion «re present xc as follows

: О
 ;
 (39)

(40)

Then we consider an equivalent set of two real equations

and determine numerically the explicit dependence Б •> 4
1
 (В )

ft Jb I

from the first equation and S • J2^
B
 ) from the second one.

It is evident that the intersection points of the curves
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and ^г(
Е
')

 a r e t n e
 solutions of the system (41)

which is equivalent to the transcendental equation (32).

In Pig.4 the solid curves indicate the behaviour of

the function ^i(E
r
)

 Bn
^

i
 dashed curves represent the

function fa(E') • The calculations are made for the

states with the zeroth angular momentum, the Volkov

VK Wl
0
 =0.60) potential being chosen as UN-forces. The

points of the intersection Ej, of the curves \^ and ^« cor-

respond to the S-matrix poles in the fourth quadrant of

the к -plane and can be interpreted as quasi-stationary

states with the parameters ET
r£se-ReEt » Гр"=-21УПЕе .

Pig. 4 shows that there exists a comparatively narrow 0
+

resonance with parameters E
re$3

0,59 MeV and Г e0.24 MeV

due to the presence of the Coulomb barrier and a number of

wide levels which produce no abrupt change of the scatte-

ring phase at the relative motion energies close to the

position of the quasi-stationary state. A short life-time

level with parameters E
r e s

» 6 ± 3 MeV and Г «9 ± 4 MeV

was found by a 3-level R. -matrix fitting of the experimen-

tal scattering phases in Ref. [24]. As seen from Tables 1-3 t

for each UN-potential there are quasi-stationary 0
+
 -levels

whose characteristics lie within the limits of experimental

errors•

It should be noted that the life-time of such wide re-

sonances is comparable with the time the colliding particles

cover the interaction region and therefore these resonances

have no clear physical sense .Apparently, for this reason the

above 0
+
-level presented first in Ref.^i]as experimentally

observed was excluded in next publications.

As it was noted above, the ground state of T5e is a

narrow nearthreshold 0
+
~resonance with parameters Er«s

s

« 0.09189 MeV and Г =6.8 ±1.7 eV. Since the width of this

quasi-stationary level is measured in units peculiar for

nuclear physics rather than for atomic systems, there ari-

ses a problem concerning the possibility of the description

of such a resonance within the algebraic version of RGM.
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The data from Tables 1 and 3 show that the calculation with

the Volkov potential Vl( W\.Q**Q»6Q) gives too large values

of the position and width of the ground state and the

VI( УПо=О.55) Ш-forces couple a system of two <JL -par-

ticles. Since the Gamov theory ̂ 25^ points to a strong de-

pendence of the Ct-decay probability of quasi-stationary

states on the outgoing QL-particle energy an attempt was

made to choose, by the variation of WIQ
 t
 ( a slight change

in the value of odd components of the НЫ-interaction Vi )

such a ГШ-potential which could correctly reproduce the

experimental value of the O
+
-level position and then calcu-

late the resonance width. As shown in Table 2, the NM-po-

tential Vl( W>o =0.57154) found in such a way really rep-

roduces well the experimental value of the 0
+
 resonance po-

sition. The calculated width of the ground state of TBe lias

within the limit of experimental errors, thus,there is

shown a possibility for the description of such a narrow

quasi-stationary 0
+
-level in the framework of the algeb-

raic version of RGM.

Figs.5,6 represent the same values as in Fig.4

but for the states with I в2
+
,4

+
. Here we also have com-

paratively narrow resonances caused by the presence of the

Coulomb and centrifugal barriers and a number of wide sta-

tes. In what follows we restrict ourselves to the considera-

tion of only such resonance levels which result in the ap-

pearance of a peak in the cross-section of elastic scatte-

ring at energies E near the resonance position.

Fig.7 shows the positions of quasi-stationary 2* and

4
+
 states in the complex plane E^E'-uP/i for

three Volkov potentials Vi( Wlo=0.55.0.57154. 0.60). Crosses

mark the experimental data. It is seen that- the experimental

point corresponding to the Й resonance of "Be lies near

the line connecting the positions of 2
+
 levels for three ver-

sions of the ITO-forces VI . This is a supporting eviden-

ce that for a correct description of the state widths it ie

necessary to choose such a Nil-interaction which reproduces
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correctly experimental values of the resonance positions.

As to >'+ state, here the situation i3 somewhat complicated.

The fact is that the R-matriz analysis of experimental

d'.td on the elastic ol-dscattering phases allows one to

fijtermine with sufficient accuracy the position of 4
+
 le-

vel E " =11.4 - 0.3 MeV while for the width this analysis

gives a rough estimate Г
1 =
 rz 3.5 I.IeV ̂ i]. In this connec-

tion we can use an experimental value of the 4
+
 resonance

position for calculating the width fl
=
4 using the de-

pendence Г*"
1
*

 =
$(E*e,

s
) "bich is shown in Fig.7.

So, if at a certain fixed m
0
 the Ш-potential VI(W

o
)

gives correctly an experimental position of 4
+
 -level,

the 3tate v/idth for this interaction is equal to £ ^ =

=4.9 ± 0.6 MeV.

Therefore the value of the 4+ resonance width given in

[i^ is underestimated.

In this figure squares mark the results for 2 + and 4+

resonances of ЧЗе ̂ з] which were obtained for the Volkov

M-forcea Vl( Wl
0
 =0.60). As may be seen these results are

in good agreement with the parameters of the quasi-statio-

nary 2
+
 states of ^ e calculated in the present paper and

differ noticeably from the corresponding values in the case

of 4
+
 resonances. The discrepancy can be explained procee-

ding from two circumstances. Firstly, the authors of Ref. [3]

have used л less exact aaymptotics for the wave function

describing the relative motion of clusters. Secondly,

they assumed that the ordinate of the S-matr±x pole in the

oompijx E-plaae coincides with the inflection point of the

scattering phase E
o
 and this is known to be admissible

only in the case of narrow resonances. The above reasons

probably lead to a somewhat overestimated value of the re-

sonance position Eres= 12.20 MeV £3] which could produce

such a large error in the 4+ level width because of a strong

correlation between the width and the position of the quasi-

stationary state.
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\ Table 4 represents parameters of the Be resonance

; levels which are calculated by different methods. The first

method consists in finding the I
+
 resonance parameters by

• means of the energy dependence of the corresponding par-

1 tial cross-section of elastic scattering.

In this case, as usual, E^es coincides with a maxi-

mum position in the scattering cross-section 6 and Г*
6
'

is equal to the peak width at its half height. The second

' method for obtaining the information about the characteris-

[ tics of the quasi-stationary levels is based on the known

: energy dependence of the scattering phase $ » and the

values Г*
8
' and Epfcg are determined by the formulas (1).

Finally, the third method for calculating E^gand Г

involves finding the S-iaatrix poles in the fourth quadrant

of the' К -plane by solving dynamio equations of an al-

gebraic version of the RGM.

Analysis of the data presented in Table 4 shows that

only in the case Г <*• Е-res the above methods for

describing the quasi-stationary states give practically

the same values for the resonance position and width..Thia

is quite- natural, since the first two methods for de-

termining the parameters of the resonance levels are clo-

sely connected with the Brate-Wigner formula for the scat-

tering cross-section on the quasi-stationary state. Thus,

the first method for calculating the characteristics of

resonances is applicable only when Г «E^
f t
g .In this

connection it should be noted that the width values ob-

tained in Refs. [_8,26,27 j are overestimated and to improve

the agreement with experiment it is necessary to use a

more correct method for determining the widths.

The second method for calculating the resonance charac-

teristics has a large applicability region and gives good

results if Ъ^ й. E.p
fc
g .

In the rest cases in order to obtain a reliable infor-

mation about the parameters of quasi-stationary levels one

mu3t calculate the 3-matrix singularities in the complex

K-plane by solving dynamic equations.
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TABLE I.The coordinates of poles c£.~E,.e s ^-iTe/SL

of the S-matrix in the case of an <*-d syetem for
the Volkov Ш-forces Vi(Щф =0.55).All r.he values
are; given in MeV.

t

rt

V

r-O. 56

0

0.15
0.43
0.30

•0.84

2

0.11

0.26

0.29
1.54

0.75
2.58

3
1

0.15
0.74
1.21
2.52

2.09
3.59

4

0.63
2.15
1.95
0.52

4.44

5

2.11
3.56
2.90

3.74
6.56

5.17

6

4-31
4.86

5.19
5.02

9.48

3.03

7

7.17
6.12
8.11

6.24
10.21

5.53

8

10.66
7.36

11.64
7.43

-
—

I +

0 +

2 +

4 +
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TABLE 2.The same aa in Table 1 but for the Volkov potent ia l

Vi(mo= 0.57154).

«V
Et-es.e,

1

0.090223
5.9'Ю"6"

0.14

0.43

о.зо
0.84

2

0.11

0.26

0.29

1.54

0.75

2.58

3

0.71

2.26

1.20

2.46

2.09

3.59

4

2.22

3.62

2.53

1.19

4.02

4.45

5

4.45

4.93
3.04

3.53
6.54

5.21

6

7.35
6.19

5.37
5.01

9.55

5.07

7

Ю„88

7.44

8.32

6.28

11.20

4.44

8

-

-

11.8E

7.5C

-

I 4

0*

2*

4*

TABLE 3.The same as in Table 1 but for the M-iateraction.

i

Etes.t
f t

EresX
Ге

Eres,t

1

0.59
0.24

O.H
0.40

0.28

0.78

2

0.11

0.25
0.28
1.43
0.71
2.39

3

0.12
0.90

1.11
2.25
1.94
3.31

4

0.81

2.07

2.56

2.55
3.72
4.10

5

2.22

3.34

3.34
2.48
6.02
4.87

6

4.28
4.56

5.23
4.46
8.74
5.29

7

6.96

5.74
7.92
5-76
11.36
4.94

8

10.23
6.89

11.20
6.93

-

I +

0 +

2 +

.+
4
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TABLE 4.Compariaon of parameters of quasi-3tationary I
+
 -le-

vels calculated by different methods.The first column

lists the data taken from Ref.[3].All the resonance

characteristics values are given in MeV.

Poten-
tial

rfc>
Eras
Г

1%
fCtf)

clb>

tres
rt*>

Erey

P

cres
(ЧО

rtf)ures

Erres
Г

VI [3]
швз0.б0

-

-

-

-

—

-

-

-

3.16

3.13
3.16

2.41

-

12.20

8.53
12.20
7.76

1.454

VI
W0c:0.60

0.67
0.76

0.59
0.27

0.59
0.24

4.06
5.67
3.08

2.99

Э.Л
2.48

13.67
11.42
11.70

7.58

11.36
4.94

1.454
— — —

VI
W,j=0.57154

O.O9O2O6

5.9*1O~b

O.O9O2O6
5.9MO"g

0.090223
5.9-10"^

2.90
2.99
2.55
1.35
2.53
1.19

11.78
6.48

10.78
4.89

11.20

4.44

1.395

VI
*W0=0.55

-0.56
0

-0.56
0

-0.56
0

2.04

0.73

1.95
0.55
1.95
О.52

10.08

3.63
9.60

3-04
9.48

3.03

1.395

Experiment

0.09212*0.00005
(6.8±1.7M0~6

1,94*0.03

I.56±O.O3

!1.4-0,3

»3.5

-

I +

0 +

E+

4+

-
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S
I « О

(rad)

3-

2 "

-1 -

15 E(MeV)

T

V1(m
0
- 0.55)

VI (m
0
- 0.57154)

Vi(m
o
« 0.60)

BB1

Fig.1«The dependence of calculated phases of elastic

.-scattering S (rad) on energy of the relative

motion of (k -particles B(HeV). Experimental date

are taken from
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1-2

Уm -0.60

1 - 4 .m0- 0.60
/ mQ- 0.57154

у •

то-0.55

mo»0.57154

/ юо-0.55

10 12 ЕЧМеУ)

Pig.7.The poeitions of 2 and 4 resonances of ^ e for
three Vblkov potentials Vi(Wle -О.55, 0.57154, 0.60)
in the complex plane £аЕ'-1Г/2 . Croaaes mark
experimental data, the results taken from Ref. [зЗ
are denoted Ъу squares.
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